REPORT 3 FROM ANALYSIS, PLANNING, AND BUDGET (APB) TO SCTP [2019-2020]

SCTP meeting date: October 10, 2019

The following course and program proposals have been approved by Brad Tucker, Analysis, Planning, and Budget, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
School of Continuing Studies

Professional Development Certificate in Executive Production in Creative Industries (26 CEUs) – title revised for a required course, title revised for a complementary course.

Retirements
None.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
School of Continuing Studies

YCSS 101 Intro. to Intl. Organizations (4.5 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Information seems to have been omitted from the description – “ON WHAT” should be removed and replaced by omitted text. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate effective term as “842001; title abbreviation revised.

YCSS 102 Regulation Mech. of Intl. Orgs (4.5 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Remove from description the word that is struck out. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate effective term as “842001.

Faculty of Medicine

FMED 679 Epid&Data Analy in Prim Care 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 15648]. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Correct prerequisite to include course DENT 509, as per the DENT version of this double-prefix course; correct restriction – the DENT version is 679 - not 680.

Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

NUTR 214 Food Fundamentals (4 cr.) [PRN 15090] – description, corequisites;
NUTR 217 Application: Food Fundamentals (4 cr.) [PRN 15091] – description, prerequisites;
NUTR 342 Applied Human Resources (3 cr.) [PRN 14555] – number, schedule type/course activity/hrs/wk, description, restriction. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Two courses and two programs are affected by this renumbering – be sure to indicate how the affected courses’ prerequisites should be revised [suggestion: “… (NUTR 342 or NUTR 446) …”];
NUTR 343 Financial Mgmt and Accounting (3 cr.) [PRN 14613] – title, description, restriction;
NUTR 409 Professional Practice Stage 3B (9 cr.) [PRN 14556] – prerequisites. APB Comments/Corrections: List the prerequisites in numerical or – use brackets to group courses, if necessary, to avoid confusion;
NUTR 503 Nutrition and Exercise (3 cr.) [PRN 14843] – title, description, prerequisites. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Web registration can only be blocked on prerequisite courses – either indicate course number for basic biochemistry or remove Web registration blockage;
NUTR 511 Nutrition and Behaviour (3 cr.) [PRN 15089] – title abbreviation, description, prerequisites. APB Comments/Corrections: Confirm, as per rationale, that NUTR 337 should be included as a prerequisite; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation removed, as there is sufficient space to indicate “and” instead of “&”;
NUTR 545 Clinical Nutrition 2 (4 cr.) [PRN 15083] – restriction, supplementary info, additional course fee description;
PARA 410 Environment and Infection (3 cr.) [PRN 15779] – prerequisites.

School of Continuing Studies

YCBS 265 Finncng&Bus Modls:Creat Indstrs (3 CEUs) – title, description;
YCBS 270 VFX and Video Game Production (6 CEUs) – title, description. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise effective term to read “842001.”
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions [continued]

Faculty of Medicine

NUR2 500 Integrated Health Sciences 1 (4 cr.) – title.  **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Revise effective term to “202001”.

NUR2 706 Qualitative Nursing Research (3 cr.) [PRN 15688] – corequisites;

NUR2 730 Theory Development in Nursing (3 cr.) [PRN 15679] – description, prerequisites;

FMED 505 Epid&Data Analy in Prim Care 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 15467] – title, description, prerequisites, restriction. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Either remove the prerequisite or the DENT version needs to be revised to add the same prerequisite; effective term revised to “202001”.

FMED 509 Epid&Data Analy in Prim Care 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 15468] – title, description, prerequisites, restriction. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Revise course activity to read as the DENT 509 version; add FMED 505 as prerequisite, as indicated in the DENT version; include in the prerequisite text in the DENT version; effective term revised to “202001”.

NUR1 300 Pharmacology for Nursing 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 15668] – corequisites;

Retirements

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

NUTR 446 Applied Human Resources (3 cr.) [PRN 14555].  Affected courses and programs indicated.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP